The World Bank eLibrary is designed to make finding, reading, and using World Bank content as
quick, easy, and efficient as possible for researchers, students, professors and librarians.
Subscribers enjoy the following premium tools and features:
Multiple Ways to Find What You Need
•

Chapter-Level Search Results and Access
Search results include book chapters, taking you straight to the content you need and
making reading, downloading, printing, and viewing on mobile devices more convenient.
Chapters are available for most World Bank books released since 2010.

•

Recommended Titles and Predictive Search (in Beta)
The eLibrary uses machine-learning to identify and display “Recommended” titles based
on your content and search preferences, saving you time and helping you identify content
you may have missed. A new predictive search feature auto-populates the search bar
based on titles in the eLibrary and your search history.

•

Many Options for Browsing and Refining Search Results
In addition to full-text Quick and Advanced searches, a variety of filters may be applied
before or after searching to narrow your search results. Browsing is available by Region,
Country, Topic, Collection (content type), and “Most Popular” eLibrary content.

•

Case Studies and Recommended Readings Based on Popular Topics
Recommended Readings are carefully-curated lists intended to save students and
professors time when seeking content on popular topics for their research or courses.
Each contains a combination of the most frequently-used content by academic
institutions and recent World Bank research available in the World Bank eLibrary. Quick
links to case studies based on World Bank projects by region or topic are also available.

•

Translated Titles
A growing collection of titles translated into Spanish and French titles are available with
filters to narrow search results by your preferred language. Additional languages are
displayed when available.
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Better Reading Experience
•

Mobile-Responsive Interface
A new and improved, mobile-responsive user interface offers a better reading experience
on tablet and mobile devices. This upgrade includes re-flowable WDI tables for better data
browsing.

•

eBooks in Full text (HTML)
Most eBooks since 2014 are available in full text on the site, eliminating the need to
download a PDF or ePub file. Enhanced functionality includes the option to enlarge tables
and figures for easier viewing, and the ability to scroll through all figures and tables within
the chapter. See a sample chapter.

•

Built-in eReader with Enhanced Functionality
The World Bank eLibrary contains a built-in eReader that is launched automatically
whenever PDF and ePub files are opened. Enhanced functionality includes a menu for
viewing figures, tables, references and “Cited-by” links. A convenient “Cite” link exports
bibliographic information into formats compatible with citation management software. A
link to Remarq in the “Notes” tab lets you take notes, make comments, and collaborate
with peers. The eReader offers the same reading on experience on all devices, both online
and offline. See a sample chapter.

•

Free ePub Files for eBook Readers
More than 800 titles since 2009 are available in ePub format, as well as all new eBooks as
they are published. While these titles are available for purchase for ebook readers
through iTunes, Amazon, and other eBook sellers, World Bank eLibrary subscribers receive
access to them at no additional charge.

Convenient Citation Features
•

Citation Exporting for Reference Management Software
The World Bank eLibrary offers convenient exporting of citation information into formats
that are compatible with reference management software such as BibTeX, EndNote,
ProCite, RefWorks and Zotero. DOIs are included.

•

“Cited by” and Altmetric Online Activity
In addition to “Cited by” tracking and options for email notifications when eLibrary content
is cited via CrossRef, an Altmetric “badge” tracks each time a World Bank publication link is
posted on Twitter, Facebook, blogs, policy documents, mainstream news outlets and
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many other online sources. Specific posts and comments are available so you can see
immediate activity and influence of a publication. See a sample of Altmetric activity.
•

Linked References
When available, book chapters and journal articles include CrossRef links or hyperlinks
that take you straight to the original source document. If your library is subscribed, you
will receive immediate access, or instruction on how to access the content is provided by
the publisher.

Quick Access to Country and Regional Data
•

Downloadable Data from World Development Indicators (WDI)
The World Bank eLibrary offers World Bank country and regional publications and data all
within the same user-friendly site. Approximately 50 of the most popular WDI indicators
are available for each country and region as an added convenience for researchers.
Downloadable data is categorized into five themes: Population, Environment, Economy,
States and Markets, and Global Links (including trade, migration and remittances,
financial aid and direct foreign investment). A citation generator is available for easy citing
of data selections. For more information on WDI data and sources, see About Data.

•

Quick Links to Data and Other World Bank Resources
eLibrary browses by Region, Country, or Topic include quick links in “knowledge graphs” to
related datasets on the World Bank Open Data site, as well as other helpful World Bank
resources, such as World Bank blogs, projects, and websites dedicated to the region,
country, or topic.

•

Data Displayed with Search Results
When users search for a country, economy, or select keywords, related data are also
displayed, giving users quick access to the five highest data values with time series graphs
similar to those available with country and region browses.

•

Downloadable Figures and Slides for PowerPoint
Tables and figures can be downloaded when using the eReader (for PDF or ePub) and full
text versions of a chapter (when available). The full text versions also offer the option to
download the table or figure as a PowerPoint slide for easy incorporation into
presentations.
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Shortcuts with Individual User Accounts
Individual user accounts are available for shortcuts and customization of your eLibrary
experience. Registering is fast and easy. Each time you use the eLibrary, simply log in to quickly
access, add, edit, and use your eLibrary content.
•

Favorites
Once logged in, content can be easily saved in your “Favorites” from search, browse,
abstract and full text pages for quick and easy access whenever you need them.

•

Session History and Saving Search Results
Each time you begin a new session in the eLibrary, your search criteria is retained in case
you wish to return to it during the same session, save it for a future session, or receive
content alerts based on your search criteria.

•

Customized Content Alerts
Content alerts are available via email or RSS so you don’t miss the latest titles. Alerts are
available by series, topic, saved search criteria, or all new content. You can also request
alerts when your selected publications are cited. Notifications may be set for daily, weekly
or monthly alerts.

Easy Sharing and Perpetual Use
•

One-click Links for Sharing
Convenient links for popular social media sites and emailing are available on eLibrary
search results and publication pages for sharing abstracts, search results, and content
with colleagues. (Recipients must be subscribed in order to view content online.)

•

No Permissions Required to Share or Reuse Most Content
The World Bank owns most content in the eLibrary, which is available under Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) licenses. For World Bank-copyrighted content, no
permissions are required for use, reuse, and sharing content. For more information, see
the eLibrary Terms and Conditions and Copyright.

•

Unlimited Printing and Downloading
Subscribers may download and print all content in the eLibrary in whole or in part. PDFs
may also be downloaded, shared, and saved in perpetuity according to the World Bank
eLibrary Terms and Conditions.
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